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NEW QUESTION: 1
An application you maintain consists of multiple EC2 instances
in a default tenancy VPC. This application has undergone an
internal audit and has been determined to require dedicated
hardware for one instance. Your compliance team has given you a
week to move this instance to single-tenant hardware.
Which process will have minimal impact on your application
while complying with this requirement?
A. Create a new VPC with tenancy=dedicated and migrate to the
new VPC
B. Use ec2-reboot-instances command line and set the parameter
"dedicated=true"
C. Stop the instance, create an AMI, launch a new instance with
tenancy=dedicated, and terminate the old instance
D. Right click on the instance, select properties and check the
box for dedicated tenancy
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
You cannot change the tenancy of a default instance after
you've launched it.
You can change the tenancy of an instance from "dedicated" to
"host" after you've launched it, and vice versa.
References:

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option A
D. Option D
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation: The reason DSW2 has not become the active switch
for Vlan103 is because the priority value of DSW1 is higher
than that of DSW2. In order to make DSW2 become the active
switch, we need to increase DSW2's priority (to higher than
200) or decrease DSW1's priority (to lower than 190) -&gt; B
and C are correct.
But there is another requirement from this question that "A
failure on gig1/0/1 on primary device should cause the primary
device to release its status as the primary device, unless
GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 on backup device has also failed". This
requirement makes answer B incorrect. For example, we choose to
decrease the priority value on DSW1 to 160 (according to answer
B) then DSW2 will become active switch (that is good). When
Gi1/0/1 on DSW2 goes down, the priority of DSW2 will be 190 50 = 140 &lt; 160 -&gt; DSW1 will become new active switch (it
is good, too). But when Gi1/0/1 on DSW1 also goes down, the
priority of DSW1 will be 160 - 10 = 150 and it is still greater
than 140 of DSW2 -&gt; DSW2 cannot retake the active role as
the requirement of this question.

NEW QUESTION: 4

Your customer requires an app to display flight information on
a mobile device. Please see the screenshot for details. Which
options can you use to display the same data in a readable
format on a mobile device? (2 answers)
A. column: &lt;Column demandPopin-'true"
maxScreenWidth-'mobile" popinDisplay="lnline"&gt;
B. column: &lt;Column demandPopin-'true" minScreenWidth-'tablef
popinDisplay-'lnline"&gt;
C. column: &lt;Column:demandPopin="true"
maxScreenWidth="mobile"&gt;
D. column : &lt;Column demandPopin-'true"
minScreenWidth="tablet"&gt;
Answer: B,D
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